ZLIN Aircraft’s Z 242
Showcased at FAMEX

FAMEX 2021, Venue to be Decided

Mexico, Indonesia to Ink Defence Ties

At the time of writing, there are two things
that can be said with a degree of certainty
about the fourth edition of FAMEX – the
event will happen in 2021 and it will take
place from April 21 to 24.

Indonesia and Mexico will work toward
having a formal defence cooperation
agreement, Prof. Dr. Ir. Bondan Tiara
Sofyan, Director General of Defence
Potential, Indonesia, told Daily News.

Discussion for Ground Master 400 Sale

Chinese Drones Showcased at FAMEX

Thales is currently in discussions with
potential customers in the region for the
sale of the Ground Master 400 air defense
radar, a company official disclosed at the
ongoing FAMEX.

China's Wing Loong 1 and Harrier 1
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which
have proved popular in the Middle East and
Asia, are attracting attention at the ongoing
FAMEX.

IAI's ELTA Promotes Multi-Mission
Radar

Mexican Company Aprinsa Eyes
Growth

Radars for air surveillance and defense,
made by Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI)
subsidiary ELTA Systems, is proving
increasingly popular among customers
worldwide. The company believes...

Mexican company Aprinsa is showcasing its
vast variety of non-lethal equipment at the
ongoing FAMEX. The 15-year company, a
first timer at the event, supplies its
products to the Mexican government...

Arcturus UAV Eyeing Latin America
Market

KAI Trainer Aircraft in Demand in Latin
America

Arcturus UAV is showcasing two of its
unmanned aircraft systems, the T-20 and
the JUMP-20 at the ongoing event. The
company’s T-Series catapult launch UAVs,
which are used extensivel...

Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI), which
sold twenty of its KT-1B basic trainers to
the Peruvian Air Force a few years ago, is
currently in discussions with many countries
in Latin America...

Flir Highlights Infrared & ElectroOptical Systems

Aerovironment Bags Attention at
FAMEX

Flir is showcasing the Star SAFIRE 380-HD,
its newest product I the airborne market,
as well as other infrared and electro-optical

The company is showcasing the RQ-11B
Raven, the AE RQ-12A Wasp and RQ-20B
Puma at the event. Milton Quiros, the

systems for military and police use, at
FAMEX. The Star SAFIRE 380-HD...

company’s director of international business
development, believes the UAS...
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